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Abstract. A three dimensional,three-layerbiologicalmodel and spatially highly-structuredearly-springphytoplankton
bloom formation

is used to assessimpact of eddy-dominated horizontal cir-

event in the Black Sea.

culation on the spatial and temporal variationsof plankton

Model Description

biomass in the Black Sea. Simulations are shown to exhibit

patchy distributions of phytoplankton biomass as inferred
from satellite images,and their intensitiesagreereasonably
well with observations. Overall performance of the three
layer model points to its potential capability as a practical
alternative tool to more complexand computationallyexpensivemulti-level models, without sacrificingmuch from
the basicsof the ecosystemdynamics.

The vertical biogeochemical
structureof the upper layer
water columnis representedby three interactivelayers. The
first layer characterizesthe seasonallyvarying mixedlayer,
H• (t), regulatedby air-seainteractions.Its thicknessis computed by
OHi
0t

+v• .VH• =we-wh

,

(1)

wherewe is the entrainment/detrainment
velocity(we > 0
for entrainment),andwh is the verticalvelocityrepresenting

Introduction

contributions of the basinwide geostrophiccirculation and

One of the major findingsof oceanographicresearchin
the Black Sea during the 1990'swas the recognitionof intensemesoscaleactivity in the upper layer circulation, and
its impact on the biogeochemical
fields. The boundaryflow
system, named the Rim Current, exhibits a narrow and

Ekman pumping(wn > 0 whendirectedupwards)at the
baseof the mixedlayer. The secondlayer,H2(t), represents
the water columnbelowthe seasonalthermoclineup to the
baseof the euphoticzone.The euphoticzonedepth,He(t),

is determinedby the positionof the 1% levelof the photosynpronouncedfrontal structurebetweenthe lesssaline/less thetically availableradiation at the surfacefor given values
densecoastalwatersand saltier/colderinterior waters. This of the exctinctioncoefficients
of pure water and living and
system is accompaniedby intense mesoscaleactivity such
nonlivingsubstances.The third layer, Hs(t), signifiesthe
as filaments,squirts and mushroomeddies[Oguz et at., entire aphotic zone up to the anoxic interface. It is the dif1992, 1994; $uret at., 1994; Gregoireet at., 1998; Oguzand ferencebetweenthe total upper layer water columndepth,
Besiktepe,1999]. Their impact on the Black Sea pelagic H•, (=120 m), and the euphoticzonedepth, He. This layer
ecosystemand nutrient cycling are clearly evident by avail- acts as the principal nitrate pool where the sinking par-

ablesatelliteimagery[Suretal., 1996;Nezlin,1999].By way ticulate material is constantly remineralized and converted

of example,we displayin Fig. i the SeaWIFS chlorophyll to inorganic nitrogen. The subsurface nitrate is then made
distribution for early March 1999 where mesoscalefeatures
availablefor plankton productionwhen entrained,upwelled
control patchinessand intensity of chlorophylldistribution and/or diffusedinto the euphoticzone.
in the rangeof 1-3mgm-s in the basin.An exception
is a
The plankton dynamicsis modeled as in Oguz et at.,
bandof higherchlorophyllconcentrations
(about5-to.10mg [1999]usingtwo groupsof phytoplankton(diatomsand

m-s) alongthenorthwestern
coastformedasa consequence
flagellates)and two types of zooplankton(microzoo-and

of anthropogenic-based
eutrophicationof this region. It is, mesozoo-),labfie pelagicdetritus, nitrate, and ammonium.
however,isolatedfrom the rest of the basinby a permanent Particulate organic detritus is assumedto be converted di-

fresh water derived inner shelf density front.
A three dimensional,three layer biologicalmodel is de-

velopedto interpret these observationson a more quantitative ground, and to elaborateour presentunderstanding
of the role of mesoscale dominated circulation on the Black

Sea pelagic ecosystem.The presentpaper describesan idealized process-oriented
study demonstratinghow a typical
eddy-dominatedcirculationsystemcan lead to a temporally

rectly to ammoniumwithout explicitelyconsideringthe microbial loop mediating the remineralizationprocess. The
structureof the biologicalmodel is shownin Fig. 2.
The local temporal variations of all variables are expressedby advective-diffusiveequationsof the generalform
Qi

ot

+vi.VFi=A•V2Fi
+ • +•i (i=1,2,3)(2)

whereFi representsconcentrationor biomassof any biolog1Now graduatestudentat Centerfor CoastalOceanogra- ical variablein layer i, vi is the horizontalvelocityfield, Hi
phy, Old DominionUniversity,Crittenton Hall, Norfolk, Virginia
23259, USA.
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is the layer thickness. The horizontal diffusion coefficient

is denoted by An, t is time, V is the horizontal gradient
operator with the x and y coordinatespositive in the east
and north directions,respectively,0 representsthe partial
derivative. The entrainmentvelocity we is computedby a
Kraus and Turner type mixed layer model. The entrainment

formulationand the formsof interfacialtransports,Qi, are
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Figure

1.

The 8-day compositeSeaWIFS chlorophylldistri-

bution(in mg m-s) in the BlackSeafor the period6-13 March
1999. Contours are plotted at intervals of 0.25 from 0.25 to 1.5

mg m-3. The unshaded(white) areain the northwestern
part of
Sinking

the sea has no data.

Figure 2. Diagrammaticrepresentationof the major biological

and interactionsbetweendiatom Pd, flagellateP y, misimilarto thosegivenby McCrearyet al. [1996].A detailed processes
descriptionof the biologicalsource/sinkterms, •i, is given crozooplankton Zs, mesozooplankton Zt, detritus D, ammonium
A, and nitrate N compartments of the pelagic ecosystem model.
by Oguzet al. [1999].
A rectangular Arakawa C grid with the individual box
dimensions of 19.5 and 18.5 km in the longitudional and
latitudional directions, respectively, is used to approximate
the Black Sea geometry. The model is initialized by a typical
vertical

nitrate

structure

and small finite values for all other

state variables. The flow field in the layers is specified by
the optimally-derived geostrophic currents from the basin-

wideHydroBlack'91survey[Oguzet al., 1994].It showsmajor features of primarily cyclonic, complex eddy-dominated
circulation such as the meandering Rim Current, a series
of anticyclonic mesoscale eddies around the periphery of
the basin, and an interconnecting series of eddies and gyres
with different size, shape and rotation within the interior

of the sea (Fig. 3). The model doesnot incorporatethe
river runoff and related nutrient input into the northwestern
Black Sea. It, therefore, doesnot simulate the corresponding
high chlorophyll concentrations of the western coastal zone
shown in Fig. 1, and explores only the role of subsurface
nutrient supply on the biological production.
The vertical velocity, wh, is taken to be proportional to
relative vorticity of the horizontal flow multiplied with the

bloom show nitrate

concentrations

in excess of 2.0 mmol

N

m-3 almosteverywhere
withinthe centralpart of the basin
sincethis region is able to transfer more nitrate directly from
the third layer due to the combined effects of the entrainment and upwelling. A typical differencebetween the nitrate
concentrations

across the Rim Current

zone is around

0.5-1.0

mmolM m-3 duringearlyMarch,shortlybeforeits intense
utilization in the phytoplanktongrowth (Fig. 4a). Thereafter, the euphotic zone nitrogen content depletes gradually
as the bloom event progressesduring the second part of

March (Fig. 4b).
The euphotic zone phytoplankton biomass distributions
given in Fig. 5a-d display the early spring bloom evolution within the basin. According to Fig. 5a, initiation
and spreading of the bloom originates from the coastal zone
of the eastern basin where relatively shallower mixed layer

mixed layer thickness[Pedlosky,1987; p. 209]. The proportionality constant is chosen to make the values of wh
comparable with those of we. Its values were further adjusted to integrate to zero over the basin. For its typical

valuesof around50 m/yr, the modelresultsare foundto be
not sensitive to the details of this parameterization.
The model is integrated for four years, in which all the
biological fields reach an equilibrium state. It is independent
from the initial state and developssolely in responseto the
internal trophodynamic conditions.
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The horizontal distributions of the euphotic zone nitrogen content in February and March prior to the early spring
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Figure 3. The circulationfield usedto representthe horizontal
advective processes in the biological model. It is based on the
geostrophic computations from the September 1991 survey, and

redrawnfrom Oguz et al. [1994]after interpolatedinto the model
grid.
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thicknesses lead to somewhat higher values of the average light limitation function. The average phytoplankton
biomass of about 0.9 mmol N m -a is almost twice of the
values observed in the rest of the sea. Within a week, the

biomass
increases
to 0.7 mmolN m-a inside
i 45øphytoplankton
the basinand 1.4 mmolN m-a (,,•3.0mg Chl m-a) along
the samecoast(Fig. 5b). Later on, while the nitrate depletion causesdegradation of the bloom in this coastal region,
shallower mixed layer depth and higher nitrate content now

,.•

....

.-- - ,:- -

45ø
1 •

This is a "new production-based" bloom developed by consuming the nitrate entrained from the subsurfacepool during January and February. While the growth is light limited
during this early bloom period, as the time progressestowards mid-March, the phytoplankton growth may locally
depend on either light or nutrient limitation.
Towards the end of March, the bloom weakens gradually
starting from the northern sector of the basin to the southern

46o
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favors the biomassincreasewithin the interior (Fig. 5c).

o
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coastalzone (Fig. 5d), and terminateseventuallythroughout the basin.

41ø

Termination

of the bloom

occurs as a result

• 41øof depletionof the nitrate stocksand/or increasingrole of
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the grazing pressure imposed by the growing zooplankton
community.
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Following the mixed layer-intensified phytoplankton
growth in March, organic material recycled within the euphotic zone together with the additional contribution of nitrate diffused upwards from the third layer lead to a series
of regenerated-basedproductions during the following spring
and summer months in the first and second layers.

2.5

Nitrate (mrnolm
•'igure

4.

The basinwidedistributionsof the euphotic zone

nitrateconcentration
(in mmolN m-a) shortlybeforeand after
the initiation of the early springbloomevent at days (a) 6 March,
(b) 15 March of the perpetual year.

Conclusions
This work demonstrates that the biological model with
a three layer vertical configuration of the trophodynamic
structure and nutrient cycling can adequately simulate ma-
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•'igure 5. The basinwidedistributionsof the euphoticzonetotal phytoplanktonbiomass(i.e. the sumof diatomsand flagellatesin
the first two layers,in mmolN m-a) showingthe initiation,spreadingand terminationof the earlyspringbloomeventat days
12 March, (b) 18 March, (c) 21 March, (d) 24 March of the perpetual year.
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jor observedfeatures of the Black Sea pelagic ecosystem.It
further indicates how the eddy-dominated circulation system introduces horizontal variability in the light and nutrient limitation functions as well as in the mixed layer
thickness, and therefore controls patchinessof phytoplankton biomass. The phytoplankton blooms tend to initiate
from the interior of the basin and then spread towards the
periphery.
The simulations

described

here were not intended

to re-

produce a specific,observedecosystemstructure. They were
rather aimed to explore the first order responseof a highly
simplified ecosytem to an idealized, eddy-dominated circulation system. Even for such a simple physical-biological
system, the simulated spring bloom structure was consistent with the observations in terms of both its timing and

spatial pattern (Oguz et al., 1999;Nezlin, 1999). Its details
are, however,likely to be affectedby interannual variabilities
of the system as suggestedby the SeaWIFS data.
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